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FROM: Daniel Stride (Otago University Students' Association Clubs and Societies' Representative)

ADDRESS: 161 North Road, Dunedin, 9010

CONTACT: 02102748139 (PHONE) OR csr@ousa.org.nz (EMAIL)

I would like the opportunity to speak to my submission if reasonably possible.

SUMMARY: Oppose the Education (Freedom of Association) Amendment Bill

My name is Daniel Stride, and I currently serve as Clubs and Societies' Representative for the Otago
University Students' Association (OUSA). I urge you, in the strongest possible terms, to reject the
Education (Freedom of Association) Amendment Bill on the grounds that it violates student
autonomy, would devastate Student Services, and would be economically disadvantageous to the
wider community. This submission will elaborate on each aspect in turn, but first it is necessary to
dispel some myths about the membership system of OUSA and various other Students' Associations.

(i) Misconceptions about the current system

It cannot be emphasized enough that the current membership system is not "compulsory": no−one is
being forced to join a Students' Association (which is what "compulsion" truly means). Instead what
exists is a system of universal automatic membership, which individuals may opt out of if they so
choose, and which ensures that Students' Associations obey the Freedom of Association
requirement of both the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act (1990) and the United Nations Charter of
Human Rights (1948). OUSA's right to opt out is enshrined in section 5 of its Constitution, and the
Membership Committee, which considers opt−out cases, is covered in section 26: essentially all an
individual has to do is send a request to the OUSA Secretary, whereupon the Secretary will pass the
request onto the Membership Committee (the Committee, incidentally, has not denied an opt−out
request in living memory). This should dispel another misconception about the status quo − namely
that it is somehow difficult to opt out.

A further misleading claim is that even if the individual opts out, OUSA "keeps their money". This is
simply not true. As per the existing legislation, OUSA is required to give the levy of an opt−outer to
charity. It is OUSA's practice to give the money to a registered charity of the opt−outers choice, since
that preserves a degree of individual autonomy, while at the same time ensuring that the money
really does go to charity. With respect to the argument that an opt−outer's money should be
returned to them directly, the difficulty is that this creates a dangerousfree−rider problem for
Students' Associations: a number of our services (such as student representation) are non−divisible.
The current system is necessary to ensure that no−one can take advantage of services paid for by
others without paying.

Then there is the notion that universal membership renders the leadership of Students' Associations
lazy and complacent: since they have a "guaranteed" source of revenue, they supposedly feel free to
waste students' money. Again, this is simply not true: the leadership of Students' Associations are



not only democratically elected, but are also democratically accountable: at OUSA, every member of
the Executive is fully aware that they may be removed at any time by a two−thirds vote of no−
confidence at a Student General Meeting.1 0USA's Budget and levies similarly must be approved by
the students themselves at a Student General Meeting. Indeed, a universal membership system
ensures that the leadership of Students' Associations are subject to the moderating influence of
having the entire student body as constituents: a voluntary system as proposed under the Bill would
lead to organizations such as OUSA becoming dominated by fringe groups with little accountability
to the "average student" − an undesirable situation to students, universities, Government, or indeed
the community at large.

Finally, it is necessary to counter the idea that "good" Students' Associations like OUSA have nothing
to fear from voluntary/opt−in membership: the idea being that if the Association is worthwhile,
people will join it regardless. There are a number of problems with this. Firstly, empirical evidence
from both the Auckland University Students' Association (AUSA) and Australian Universities reveals
that Students' Associations (even those with zero levy) are forced, in a voluntary environment, to
spend a good deal of time and money promoting their services, rather than actually providing these
services. Thus one finds a significant amount of financial wastage under a voluntary system − rather
than getting on with the job of providing good student services, Students' Associations are forced to
redirect expenditure to simply persuading students to sign up (a situation akin to a business being
forced to spend all its profits on advertising, rather than reinvesting to improve its product). A
second problem is that many of OUSA's most important services are behind the scenes, so to speak:
to expect a 17 year−old, enrolling in their first year at University, to understand precisely what OUSA
does in terms of representation and Student Support is to expect an awful lot of that 17 year old,
especially given that, in a voluntary environment, Students' Association fees will be far harder to
pay, being no longer payable by student loan (students will have to cough up directly2). And thirdly,
there is the free−rider difficulty already mentioned: under the voluntary system proposed by the Bill,
individuals will be able to bludge off the services paid for by others, and there is no way for OUSA to
stop them doing so. Why should an individual pay for a service they can get for free?3

In summary then, the "problems" that the Education (Freedom of Association) Amendment Bill
purports to solve are, in fact, non−existent: OUSA and similar organizations already have Freedom of
Association, and have a clearly defined process for conscientious objection. Nor does OUSA "steal"
the money of those who opt out or engage in financial scams: the leadership of the Students'
Association at the University of Otago is fully accountable to the entire student populace for both
their behaviour and their expenditure. And finally, a "good" Association like OUSA has everything to

i All OUSA staff, Executive, and OUSA−affiliated organizations are moreover subject to a clearly delineated
Ethical Behaviour Policy. The "scandals" that critics like to associate with Students' Associations are completely
foreign to OUSA.
2 Studylink currently covers OUSA's General levy because it is a universal cost. Under a voluntary system, this
would no longer be applicable: the only options for levy payment would be direct individual payment (recall
that OUSA's General levy is $80−90 − a significant sum for a student to have to pay up front), or to see if the
byzantine system of Course Related Costs would potentially cover it (in which case the sheer quantity of
paperwork and associated governmental bureaucracy would be enough to put anyone off, even assuming that
Course Related Costs would actually cover the levy).
3 indeed if Sir Roger Douglas is so wedded to the idea that students would join a good Students' Association
regardless, perhaps he should take things a step further and advocate voluntary taxation: after all, if the
Government is providing good services, people will still voluntarily pay tax, right?



fear from the Bill's proposed voluntary system: it would distract us, undermine us, and above all
destroy our reason for existence: "effective government of students, by students, for students".

(ii) The proposed Bill's violation of student autonomy

In March−April 1999, OUSA conducted a postal ballot of its members, in order to ascertain whether
OUSA's membership structure would be a universal/opt−out system, or a voluntary/opt−in system.
With a turnout of 59% of all Otago students, 78.5% voted for the universal system, 20% for
voluntary, and 1.5% represented invalid votes. The universal system currently practiced at the
University of Otago thus derives its mandate from the students themselves: the proposed Bill, by
forcing a government−determined membership system on OUSA without the consent of its
members, would accordingly undermine the ability of students to determine the manner in which
they govern themselves.

OUSA strongly values its members' input into decision−making; when the Education (Freedom of
Association) Amendment Bill first came to light, the OUSA Executive promptly sought a mandate
from a Student General Meeting, which was duly held on 8th October, 2009. The following motion

was passed, with overwhelming support from those present:4

That OUSA actively opposes Sir Roger Douglas' Education (Freedom of Association) Amendment Bill,
and believes that only universal student membership can provide the Association with the ability to
adequately represent and support its members.

Despite the impediment of lectures, internal assessment, and some dreary Dunedin weather, well

over two hundred students crammed into the Union Hall to give OUSA the mandate to oppose this
Bill: when the Students' Association of the University of Otago speaks out on this issue it is speaking
with the voice of its members. OUSA, moreover, has been circulating a petition among its members;
the petition in question emphasizes that it should be Otago students, rather than Wellington, that
determines OUSA's membership structure. At the time of writing, over 2700 people have signed this
petition −over 13% of the entire Otago University student population, and over 16% of the Dunedin
campus population −and, suffice to say, Messers Key, Joyce, Peachey, and Goff shall each be shortly
receiving a copy of those signatures.

By contrast, it should be mentioned that supporters of a voluntary membership structure have
completely bypassed the democratic avenues they already had available. There has been absolutely
nothing stopping such individuals from turning up to an OUSA Student General Meeting and passing

a motion in favour of voluntary membership, or turning up to vote down any OUSA Budget that has
a non−zero General Levy, or (with a two−thirds majority) rewriting the entire OUSA Constitution. Nor
has there been any attempt to invoke the current legislative right to force a binding referendum on
OUSA through the collection of petition signatures. Supporters of voluntary membership have had
(and continue to have) numerous opportunities to sell their viewpoint within the marketplace of
ideas, but they have refrained from doing so − instead they wish to enforce their desired model via a
diktat from Central Government, a level of hypocrisy that, frankly, beggars belief considering the
obsession that Roger Douglas has with "choice".

4 Please refer to the Otago Daily Times (10th October, 2009) for further details of the SGM.



Essentially we have a situation where students are happy with the status quo,s are prepared to
demonstrate that they are happy with the status quo, and are opposed the arbitrary, top−down,
enforcement of a particular membership structure ( a structure whose supporters have not even
bothered to seek a student mandate). It would be a very bad look for any Government to ignore the
will of students in this matter, especially if it were to ride roughshod over the result of a binding
student referendum. Please remember that students do, in fact, vote − and so do their families. And
moreover that 2011 just happens to be election year: an angry student population is very capable of
being an ongoing, and very public, thorn in a Government's side.

(iii) The proposed Bill's devastation of Student Services

OUSA provides a wide range of services to its members: a Student Support Centre, a Foodbank,
Orientation Week and other Events, a free weekly student magazine (Critic), a student radio station
(Radio One), representation on University Committees, and various other services (I have enclosed
one of our promotional DVDs for your perusal). Please remember that under a voluntary
environment it will be the service element that will be gutted within Students' Associations −the
political element, which critics of Students' Associations so like to focus on, will remain, albeit in a
situation far more likely to be dominated by the fringe than by the mainstream. In the Education
(Freedom of Association) Amendment Bill's clear attempt to attack Students' Associations as political
entities, it will accordingly be the non−political aspects of OUSA that will suffer the most. As I am
OUSA's Clubs and Societies Representative I shall now focus on what OUSA stands to lose froma
Clubs and Recreation perspective.

OUSA, fulfilling its Constitutional obligation to foster recreation and culture on campus, owns and
runs a designated Clubs and Societies Centre, an Aquatic centre, and Squash Courts. These facilities
are the envy of every other University in the country −and would be lost forever if the Bill is passed.
This is because the money that currently goes towards sustaining these facilities would no longer be
available under a voluntary membership environment.s 0USA would be forced to sell these assets,a
scenario that would rip the heart out of Otago University's flourishing Club environment: an
environment that currently makes the social fabric of Otago University so special, and which ensures
that an Otago degree is more than simply a case of students sitting at home, going to lectures and
labs, and then going home again.

The loss of those facilities, and the resulting hamstringing of Clubs, would in turn limit the ability of
young New Zealanders to compete against the World's Best. Take, for instance, the Otago University
Rowing Club, who on 20* May, 2009, won the prestigious Men's Eight Rowing Championship in
Chengdu, China. These were New Zealand students up against university rowing clubs from the likes
of Yale, Milan, Copenhagen, and Sydney − and in the best Kiwi tradition of performing on the world
stage, our Dunedinites were able to beat them all. The reason *why* our Rowing Club was able to
beat all comers, and engender all the nice patriotic afterglow that occurs after sporting success

s It should be repeated that students under the existing legislation have the right to force a binding
referendum on the issue. If the universal membership structure of OUSA were so objectionable, why have
there been no such referenda since the requisite one in 1999?
6 We can make projections of membership and levy income based on the Australian experience. The Auckland
situation is somewhat different: while subject to a voluntary environment, AUSA is propped up by a funding
agreement with Auckland University − a funding agreement that may well be illegal under Sir Roger Douglas'
proposed legislation.



overseas, is that they have OUSA's top−notch Aquatic Centre at their disposal −facilities that, as
mentioned above, would be among the first to be axed under a voluntary environment. OUSA also
pays insurance on the Club's boats, and that too would be lost, hamstringing the Club's ability to
maintain its equipment. Suffice to say that if the intent of the Education (Freedom of Association)
Amendment Bill) is to thwart the development of New Zealand's next generation of elite
sportspeople (whether they be rowers, rugby players, soccer players, netball players, or cyclists),
then it seems to be going the right way about it.

Nor would the damage to Clubs be simply limited to sporting facilities. OUSA also has a $47,000
Grants Budget that would be lost if the Education (Freedom of Association) Amendment Bill were to
be passed. These Grants are important because that they ensure that all students have the ability to
access the vast array of opportunities available to them at the University of Otago. Consider, for
example, the case of the Otago University Tramping Club. While this Club also benefits from OUSA's
equipment storage facilities, in 2009 they were given an OUSA Grant of $2150 to fund the purchase
of new safety helmets. Given that these helmets cost a minimum of $150 apiece, it is easy to see
that without the leg up provided by OUSA Grants, Tramping would become prohibitively expensive
for many Otago students (imagine having to spend almost an entire week's living costs on a single
helmet!). As it is, OUSA has the resources to ensure that when our members venture into New
Zealand's great outdoors, they have the proper safety equipment to ensure they can get home in
one piece. Under the proposed voluntary system, OUSA would lose those resources, leading to all
sorts of intangible, and indeed tangible, harm (the New Zealand Bush being made financially
inaccessible to the mainstream student, people potentially venturing into terrain with obsolete
equipment). Surely it is a good thing for young people to be able to enjoy our environment in a safe
and affordable manner?

Grants that pay portions of sportspeople's travel costs also make up a key component of OUSA
Grants. Thanks to OUSA Grants, Otago University athletes find it easier to attend (and achieve
success at) the Australian University Games: attendance that reflects well upon the University of
Otago, Dunedin, and indeed New Zealand as a whole. As with the Rowing Club situation, the
introduction of a voluntary membership structure for OUSA would cripple our members' ability to
participate in top−class events against top−class competition. Given that New Zealand is looking
forward to hosting the Rugby World Cup in 2011, it would seem a tad hypocritical to embrace the
sporting success of the All Blacks (and indeed the All Whites), only to simultaneously slam the door
shut on student sporting success.

And then there are the Grants that help further cultural life on campus. While in some cases this
simply involves OUSA contributing towards the costs of, say, the annual publication of the Society of
Otago University Law Students (SOULS), in other cases it is truly an issue of student welfare. The
University of Otago, like other New Zealand Universities, gets a good deal of its income from
International Students: a significant portion of which are from non−English speaking countries. Such
students are accordingly in need of a sound level of pastoral care, a level which Universities are
frequently struggling to meet.7 This is where Associations such as OUSA come in: OUSA's various

7 See, for example, the research done by ISANA, the representative body of international education
professionals in Australia and New Zealand. Essentially the optimistic expectations that International Students
have on arriving in New Zealand are frequently not borne out by reality, and it is very hard for them to adapt
to the culture shock.



affiliated cultural societies (the Indian Students' Association, the Malaysian Students' Association,
the Thai Students' Society, the Brunei Students' Association, Afrotago, and others) provide the sort
of social network/support base that International Students need during their time in a scary, foreign
environment. Currently, OUSA Grants not only enable such societies to flourish on campus, but also
to promote themselves, and their culture, to the wider Dunedin community − the Indian Students'
Association's 2009 cultural night (of which OUSA was a significant sponsor) attracted an audience
exceeding 1200 people. Again, such activities would be sharply curtailed by the Education (Freedom
of Association) Amendment Bill. Cultural nights would be undermined through the loss of Grants,
the societies that play such a key role in helping International Students at Otago would be forced to
either limit their activities or hike their club subscriptions, and vulnerable International Students
would lose out, with long−term negative consequences for both New Zealand's educational sector,
and New Zealand's economy.

Of course, it may be argued by some that it is simply not the job of Students' Associations to provide
Club Grants− why should some of our members subsidize the recreation of others? There are two
answers. Firstly, these admirable facilities are open and available to every student at the University
of Otago, and only exist because everyone is contributing (if non−library users objected to a portion
of local council rates going towards libraries, there would be no local libraries− and along the same
lines, I, as a Dunedin resident, am currently subsidizing Auckland's roads. The University of Otago,
for what it is worth, requires every student to subsidize its university libraries via student fees,
regardless of how many times they actually use those libraries). The other answer to the Club
Grants objection is that the existence, success, and activities of such Clubs create a richer social
environment on campus, and reflect well upon both the student community and the University
itself. We as students are thus able to collectively bask in the glory of our Sports Clubs, acquire
cultural understanding through the activities of our Cultural Clubs, and above all revel in a campus
environment where the social fabric is not yet dead. Roger Douglas' Education (Freedom of
Association) Bill would rip the figurative guts out of all of this: it has already happened at the
(compulsorily voluntary) Australian Universities, and under no circumstances should it be allowed to
happen here.

(iv) Harmful economic side−effects for the wider community

The detrimental effects of voluntary student membership are not being made up: we already have
the Australian guinea−pig to look at in terms of seeing the real−life consequences of Roger Douglas'
Bill. New Zealand Students' Associations have accordingly watched in horror as, across the Tasman,
$170 million has been cut from student services. It is also thoroughly noticeable that Australian
students are being required to fork out more money for these reduced services, and indeed
Australian taxpayers have been forced to spend $80 million propping up services once provided by
Students' Associations.

The New Zealand Union of Students' Associations (NZUSA) has commissioned, for your perusal,a
detailed economic report on the economic consequences of voluntary student membership, so I will
not belabour the point. In basic summary, however, the simple point is that Students' Associations

are the most efficient provider of student services, and, due to the volunteer nature of our
organizations, provide such services below cost. The hordes of people who make OUSA tick
frequently get very little recompense for their effort− but that is not the point, because anyone



involved in OUSA for the money clearly cannot count. The point is the intangible reward of helping
other students is enough to keep us going−OUSA's President actually gets paid a lower hourly rate
than our employed receptionists.

Under Roger Douglas' Bill, as I have argued throughout my submission, OUSA would lose the ability
to provide many of the services it currently offers. So what would happen to these services? The
Australian−provided answer is that they either simply disappear into the ether (Sports Clubs funding
has dried up in Australian Universities), or else the Universities would be forced to take on the task
of providing these services themselves (note that Douglas' Bill explicitly closes a loophole that had
enabled some Australian Universities to fund their Students' Associations via a student service levy).
And, of course, Universities do not run on the same sort of charitable goodwill as Students'
Associations. Universities pay people to do stuff.

If the Universities are to be tasked with looking after the services we would leave behind (not
something Universities particularly want either: they naturally tend to prefer concentrating on actual
education) then this means they will require an infusion of money from the Government. Which in
turn either means the redirection of funding from elsewhere, or alternatively higher taxes for
recession−hit New Zealanders. Hence the aforementioned $80 million that has had to be forked out
by Australian taxpayers since the then Howard Government decided to enact its own version of what
Douglas is proposing.

An economic question you must therefore consider when considering Douglas' Bill is thus whether

an (unsuccessful) attempt to attack the political element of Students' Associations is really worth the
expense for New Zealand as a whole. And a related question is naturally how any Government could
legitimately justify such a pointless waste of taxpayer money, given that those services are already
being efficiently provided at the moment by organizations that already have Freedom of Association.

(v) Conclusion

In closing, I would like to thank the Select Committee for your consideration of my submission, and
reiterate my call for you to reject the Education (Freedom of Association) Amendment Bill, which, as
I have demonstrated at length, is an ill−informed, dictatorial, spiteful, pointless, and criminally
wasteful piece of proposed legislation. Above all, it is my duty as an elected student representative
to reiterate that if the membership structure of OUSA is to be altered, such alteration should come
from a democratic decision made by the student community, rather than from a whim of
Wellington. A Government that rides roughshod over Otago students does so at its own peril.


